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Abstract. With the growing responsibility for the environmental load
of building, the demand for sustainable building is increasing. Sustainable design requires an enormous amount of information, and
most of this information can be captured by Building Information
Modelling (BIM). In this context, the management of information in a
BIM object as a container for exchanging information is necessary for
analyzing a building’s sustainability. However, there are problems in
generating a reliable sustainability simulation model from BIM, such
as the inefficiency of required information and low accessibility to a
proper BIM object. In order to provide a new approach for generating
a reliable sustainability simulation model in a BIM-based design process, this study suggests the integrated management environment of
the property information of a BIM object.
Keywords. Building information modelling (BIM); BIM object; energy analysis; sustainable design; property information.

1. Introduction
The demand for sustainability has increased in the building sector, which has
a responsibility for energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions
(Schueter et al, 2008). Sustainable building design means creating building
with minimal environmental impact, by integrating the built structure and
ecological systems of the biosphere (Yeang, 2006). Therefore, the realization
of sustainable building design depends on the ability to gain insight into
building performance through analysing and optimizing the design. In this
context, Building Information Modelling (BIM) can help in implementing
the sustainable design. BIM as a digital representation of building enables
the application and maintenance of information in the form of a data reposi-
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tory (Gu, 2010). The information involved in BIM can be reliably transferred
to a simulation model for sustainability analysis (Eastman et al, 2011).
Sustainable building design requires a lot of information to conduct various analyses as the design proceeds to derive the best solution. In BIM, nongeometric information, which becomes specific and detailed depending on
the progress of the design, is saved as a property of each BIM object. Therefore, a BIM object must contain property information at the required level to
enable the composition of the simulation model for sustainability analysis.
While some sustainability simulation tools, such as RIUKA, support data
exchange between BIM and simulation to increase the accuracy of building
information, BIM-based sustainability analysis is still regarded as errorprone, unintuitive and labour-intensive (Jong, 2015). A number of factors,
such as insufficient information for the analysis of a BIM object used in the
design, the absence of standards for the information requirement, and the
manual input of required information (Crosbie et al, 2010; Kim, 2015), have
been identified as major problems that decrease the reliability of the simulation model, which determines the accuracy of building performance.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to suggest the integrated management environment of BIM property information as a new approach for a
generating reliable sustainability simulation model in the BIM-based design
process. By providing the environment, where the required information in
each design phase for the sustainability simulation is systemically managed
and input automatically into BIM object as a property, this study aims to improve the work efficiency of the BIM-based sustainable design process.
2. Research methodology
In this paper, energy analysis which requires the largest amount of building
information of various sustainability analyses is discussed. In particular,
building envelope information is focused on because it can be clearly defined by a BIM object. However, the geometry, which is abstracted to a
thermal building model according to the model view definition (Maile et al,
2007), is excluded from this study. This study has been conducted as follows:
• Conduct a literature review of energy analysis, a BIM object, and BIM object
library to deduce issues and the direction of the research.
• Suggest an information management framework for BIM object, including
classification, property structure and information requirement.
• Develop a BIM object property management system connected to an Excelbased database managing the information of BIM objects.
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• Perform BIM-based energy analysis by utilizing the developed information
management environment to evaluate its appropriateness.

3. Literature review
3.1. BIM-BASED ENERGY ANALYSIS IN DESIGN PHASE
Energy analysis predicts the energy performance of a given building with a
simulation tool according to pre-established criteria and basic principles of
energy simulation (Maile et al, 2007). Currently, the BIM Guides of the US
and Finland define energy analysis as an essential task for utilizing the BIM
model. The scope of BIM-based energy analysis in each design phase is as
follows: 1) Concept Design: Simulation to provide information for design
decisions; 2) Schematic Design: Evaluation design alternatives; 3) Design
development: Analysis of selected design to modify building systems; 4)
Construction Document: Analysis of remaining design decisions and evaluation of relevant energy codes (GSA, 2015; Senate Properties, 2012).
3.2. BIM OBJECT
Building is represented as a composed set of definitions of objects in BIM,
which is object-based parametric modelling technology (Eastman et al,
2011). This means that a BIM object is the essential unit in which the information is stored. A BIM object takes the role of a container for the exchange
of information (Hjelseth, 2010) between the BIM model and the analysis input model. The BIM-based design process can be interpreted as the process
of modifying and recombining BIM objects to create the best design alternative. Therefore, BIM objects must be developed at a more advanced level in
accordance with the design phase, and this level needs to be divided by a
clear standard. A BIM object is categorized into three types according to its
status in the project lifecycle. As a project progresses, the proposed Template object will be replaced by a Generic object to describe the designed
building. Furthermore, this will be exchanged to Product object as an as-built
part of the building (Afsari, 2014; British Standard, 2012).
3.3. THE STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT OF BIM OJECT LIBRARY
A BIM object library is a categorized collection of BIM objects and content,
which are frequently used in the BIM design process, to ensure they are easy
to be used. The availability of BIM objects is an important factor in achieving success in BIM (NBS, 2014). There is considerable interest globally in
developing BIM object libraries to support various uses of BIM (Duddy,
2013). This interest has led to the development of various BIM object librar-
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ies at national and private levels. Five development cases have been selected
to investigate the generic framework and the comparison results are summarized in Table 1. Most libraries do not provide accurate information on the
object type and provide the BIM object with un-unified levels of information
under their defined content framework, according to manufacturers. This
means that, eventually, the performance information must be manually input
whenever a BIM object is used. This makes the user spend a lot of time acquiring the BIM object in a well-developed level corresponding to each design phase. In order to suitably use and manage information in BIM object,
the followings have been identified as necessary:
• The classification of the BIM object and the property structure to establish
contents framework on the purpose of BIM use.
• A clear definition of properties set by BIM use. Each property has to be suggested according to the information level of each design phase.
• Explicit information on the type and level of the BIM object.
Table 1. BIM object libraries and their generic frameworks
UK NBS NaProduct
tional
BIM
Spec
Library
Categorization
of BIM object
Type of
BIM object
LOD
information
Type of supported BIM performance

BIMobject

Autodesk
Seek

BIM
Components

Generic object,
Generic object
Product object

OmniClass,
Customized
Uniformat,
categorization
MasterFormat
Generic object, Generic object,
Generic object
Product object Product object

Yes

No

No

No

No

COBie

-

-

-

-

Uniclass2

Customized
categorization

Uniclass,
NBS code

4. Management framework for BIM object information
BIM objects are integrated into the BIM model to create a holistic building
database. This integration requires the object classification, property structure, and naming convention to translate an object into the standard structure
(Eastman et al, 2011). In this study, classification system, property structure,
information level, and property requirements have been established to efficiently manage and use BIM objects in the sustainable design phase.
4.1. CLASSIFICATION OF BIM OBJECT
Classification is the basis of sharing information and the standard representation of information and enables the efficient data exchange and management
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(Cho et al, 2014). Element classification of the Korean Construction Classification System (KCCS) has been adopted as the classification system of
BIM objects for the Korean construction industry. This classification has
been developed to be compatible with ISO and Uniclass and has various facets, which enable the identification of the construction work in multidirectional aspects.
4.2. PROPERTY STRUCTURE
In order to exchange and share information, a common property at a minimum level should be defined (Lee et al, 2014). Prior to this, property structure, as a definition and classification system of properties, is necessary for
generating, identifying, and managing information in a common format. In
the situation of an absence of a proper domestic classification for application, this study establishes the BIM property classification, as property structure under domestic conditions. The three classifications of Construction
Materials Property Information and Standard of Korea, Omniclass table 49,
Uniclass TableN have been analyzed, and seven common property types
(identifier, product, space/program compliance, location, size, performance,
and facility management) have been extracted. The BIM property classification shown in Table 2 is established by categorizing and layering the common properties. This classification consists of three levels, and each level
has a two-digit code.
Table 2. BIM property classification (Level 1 and Level 2)
Level 1
Code
Item
01.00.00 Facility
Info.

Level 2
Code
Item
01.01.00 Project info.

Level 1
Code
Item
04.00.00 Physical Info

Level 2
Code
04.01.00

01.02.00 Program/
Space Info.
01.03.00 Location Info. 05.00.00 Performance
Info.
02.00.00 Identification 02.01.00 Object Info.
Info.
02.02.00 Classification 06.00.00 Facility
System
Service Info.
03.00.00 Product
03.01.00 Manufacturer
Info.
Info.
03.02.00 Specification

04.02.00

Item
Size Info.

05.01.00

Geometric
Info.
Material

05.02.00

Performance

06.01.00

Repair

06.02.00

Inspection

06.03.00

Assurance

4.3. INFORMATION LEVEL OF BIM OBJECT
The scope of energy analysis differs from that of the design phase, and the
level of information requirements of BIM objects also differ from those of
the design phase. The BIM object has to be fully integrated into the BIM
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model to generate an energy simulation model that satisfies the energy analysis scope in accordance with the design phase. Therefore, mapping the BIM
object type into LOD as a standard of the development level of the BIM
model by design phase has been conducted in order to define the minimum
information requirement level of the BIM object for establishing a simulation model. BIM Object type and LOD are clearly mapped, and the information levels of the BIM object is defined as type of information, as shown
in Table 3. The information levels of three types of BIM objects are defined
as follows: 1) Template object: LOD 100-200; 2) Generic object: LOD 300;
3) Product Object: LOD 400-500.
Table 3. Information level of BIM object type
Object
Type
LOD
(Design
Phase)
Definition
Information
Level

Template Object

Generic Object

Product Object

LOD 100
(Concept
Design)

LOD 300
(Design development)

LOD 400
Construction
Document

LOD 200
(Schematic
Design)

Intended for use when
Intended to guide producthe object is not retion of generic object
solved into a product
Identifier Info,
Identifier Info, Physical
Physical Info
Info, Performance Info

LOD 500
(As-Built)

Intended to represent an
obtainable product
Identifier Info, Physical Info,
Performance Info, Product Info

4.4. PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS FOR ENERGY ANALYSIS
Accurate information should be provided at proper level at the right time to
successfully perform the energy analysis. In this study, the required level and
type of information for the energy model of each design phase are supplied
by BIM object type. Therefore, the property requirements for the energy
analysis of BIM objects are extracted according to the object type. This
study focuses on seven building element objects (column, external wall, internal wall, slab, door, window, curtain wall, and roof) and space objects.
Riuska and EnergyPlus, which are recommended in GSA BIM guide, COBIM guide and Korean Public Procurement Service BIM Guide as simulation tools, were selected in order to analyse the input parameters of energy
simulation. The BIM properties of eight BIM objects that must be defined to
generate the energy simulation input model of Riuska and EnergyPlus have
been derived. The derived properties are systematized according to BIM
property classification and categorized by object type, as shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Property requirements (example case of BIM wall object)
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Facility Info.

Project Info.

Facility ID
Facility name
Space/Zone ID
Space/Zone name
Room ID
Room name
Story Number
Exterior/Interior
Object Type
Description
Element code(KCCS)
General Type
Manufacturer Type
Company Name
Product Name
Product Serial Number
Material
Thickness
Area
Volume
R value
U value
Thermal conductivity
Specific heat
Density
Absorption-Value
Air Infiltration

Program/Space Info.
Room Info.
Location Info.
Identification Info. Object Info.

Product Info.

Classification Info.
Manufacturer Info.

Specification

Physical Info.

Material Info.
Size Info.
Geometric Info.

Performance Info.	
  Performance Info.

Template
Object
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Generic
Object
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Product
Object
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

5. Integrated management environment of BIM object information
5.1. INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF BIM OBJECT
This study proposes the integrated management system of BIM object information, in order to solve the problem of the scalability in BIM modelling
that many users encounter (Eastman et al, 2011), as well as the inefficiency
in the management of property information discussed in the previous chapter.
The integrated management environment consists of the information
management framework, the BIM object property database and the BIM object property management system. In this environment, property information
for instances of eight BIM objects is managed in each Excel-based database
to which the management framework is applied. In cases of necessity only,
the property information is automatically input into the corresponding BIM
object in BIM authoring tool, as illustrated in Figure 1. Using separately
managed performance information for energy analysis, the BIM model could
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include only the common and key information for generic usage. Therefore,
the capacity of the BIM model could be kept to a minimum size during the
design process. In addition, users can manage the specific property information of each object with accuracy and integrity, through the separately
built Excel-based databases on eight objects.

Figure 1. Suggested integrated management environment of BIM object information

This system is a plug-in program of Autodesk Revit, which has the highest market share in Korea. The system opens the property database and
brings up the name and properties of a BIM object, and adds properties to
the object of the same name in the BIM model. The property information of
1080 instances of three object types is defined in the property database.
5.2. VERIFICATION
To evaluate the appropriateness of the development, BIM-based energy
analysis was performed in the developed integrated management environment of the property information. Energy analysis on a five-story residential
building, which received Grade-4 (consuming 230~270kwh/m2 in year) in
Korean Energy Efficiency Rating, is conducted through the following three
steps: 1) Create BIM models of the real building on three levels of LOD; 2)
input the property information of the BIM object with corresponding LOD
into the BIM model using the developed system; 3) generate the energy
model (IFC format) from each BIM model and perform an energy simulation
with RIUSKA. The results of the energy simulation are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Results of energy simulation
LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 400

Template Object

Generic Object

Product Object

204.2 (kwh/ m2!y)

231.5 (kwh/ m2∙y)

264.7 (kwh/ m2∙y)

BIM Model

Used BIM
Object type
Energy
Consumption

From the process of energy analysis and its results, the derived implications are as follows:
• The result of the energy analysis well depicts the building performance as
BIM model becomes detailed.
• Key property information required for energy analysis is sufficiently provided through the developed system and property database.
• The information level of the BIM object closely matches the LOD.
• The energy analysis of the BIM model in each LOD is successfully performed without omitting object information.

It is indicated that the developed management environment enables to
generate a reliable sustainability simulation model and support the BIMbased energy analysis process accurately and efficiently.
6. Conclusion
Sustainability analysis for building design is a process to evaluate a building
performance by parameters. The reliability of the analysis result is determined by the accuracy of entered information. Similarly, in a BIM-based environment, the analysis result is influenced by the property information that
is stored in the BIM object during the design process. Therefore, the accessibility of the right BIM object that contains the accurate information at the
right time is essential in BIM-based sustainability analysis. This study is
basic research for developing an integrated property management environment to effectively manage and utilize BIM object information. The information management framework, the property information database and the
management system is developed as components of the environment. The
results of this study could ensure the consistency and appropriateness of information, minimize the capacity of the BIM model, and improve work effi-
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ciency of BIM-based sustainability design. The authors will extend the research scope to MEP BIM objects, and apply this property management environment to another use of BIM.
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